
2020 MD Drumline Auditions 
 

This year, we are going to have to do our drumline auditions differently.  
 

You are going to video yourself performing the music and movement exercises and then email 
them to me. Then the staff and I will determine who will be where and how many will be in the 

drumline. Keep in mind, we have to keep the overall band sound in mind when making these 
decisions.  

 
*All videos are due by June 5th* 

 

Your video should include: 
1. An intro from you stating your name, grade, and what instrument/instruments you are 

auditioning for. 
2. You should play on a practice pad or drum at the correct playing height. Bass drums can 

play on a snare pad/drum as well. (Contact me ASAP if you don’t have a pad, sticks, or a 
drum to audition).  

3. When you record, you need to have both hands, arms, and drum/pad in the frame.  
4. To make emailing videos easier, record each exercise separately. Label them with name and 

exercise in your email, (ie: Michael Scott, Eights.) Upload videos to Google Drive and then 
share them with me.  

5. If you are auditioning for multiple instruments, you will need to send the exercises only 
once, but be sure to send the audition pieces for all instruments.  

 

Playing exercises: 
-Use a metronome 
-Announce what exercise and tempo you are playing before you start.  

Snare:  
-Eights at quarter note=110, 132, and 150.  
-Tap Accent at quarter note=90, 105, and 120 
-16 th Timing at quarter note=80, 95, and 110 
-Audition piece 

-16th Grid at quarter note=80 
-Triplet Roll at quarter note=115 and 132 

 

Tenors: 
-Eights at quarter note=110, 132, and 150.  
-Tap Accent at quarter note=90, 105, and 120 
-16 th Timing at quarter note=80, 95, and 110 
-Audition piece 

-16th Grid at quarter note=80 
-Triplet Roll at quarter note=115 and 132 



 
Basses:  (Play unison parts) 
-Eights at quarter note=110, 132, and 150.  
-Tap Accent at quarter note=90, 105, and 120 
-16 th Timing at quarter note=80, 95, and 110 
-Audition piece 

-Exercise A at quarter note=100 
-Exercise B at quarter note=85 
-Exercise C (VETERAN PLAYERS ONLY) quarter note=80 

 
 
Movement Exercises: 

-Ask someone to help run the camera 
-Find a large enough space outside 
-Wear comfortable clothes so you can move correctly 
-Stay in the frame at all times 
-If you are brand new to marching, try your best. 
- All exercises need to be shot in profile, with exception of the box drill. 

 
-Forward march 8 and close. Do this 4 times. 
-Backward march 8 and close. Do this 4 times. 
-Crab-right 8 and close. Do this 4 times. (Face the camera). 
-Crab-left 8 and close. Do this 4 times. (Face the camera).  
-Box-right. (Face the camera) 

-8 counts forward, hold 4 
-8 counts right, hold 4 
-8 counts backward, hold 4 
-8 counts left, hold 4 
-8 counts forward and close. 

 
 


